


Removing a cutter from above the table with the Freud 3000

router switch 'ON' and use the NVR switch

to control operations, Now to use the

spindle lock you have to remember to

switch off at the router and switch on again

to restart. With the Freud, there is no safety

cutout in the switch, so it's possible to

install a cutter and switch on again with the

spindle lock engaged, with dramatic

consequences,

Setting depth of cut
Possibly the major innovatlon in the latest

routers is the ability to set depth of cui
precisely, from above or below the router

base. This is found in the Bosch 1400 Duo,

Freud 3000, Trend T1 1 and Triton 1400, and

is achieved by means of some form of

winding handle, which engages in either

end of the fine height-adjuster rod.

There are obvious advantages for table

routing, Trend now supply their PRT table

ready-drilled for the T1 t handle.

Insert plates
Other table insert plates have to be drilled

for the router concerned. I installed the

Triton 1400 in the Triton table, cutting the

required hole in the insert plate, and regard

this particular combination, along with the

T1 1 in the Trend PRT table, as one of the

best commercial table set-ups.

These new depth setters look as though

they might have been developed from the

row familiar router insert plates, such as the

,Axminster Routalift, with their buillin lifting

-echanisms. They are to my mind,
-3wever, far superior as they remain on the
':';ier when it is removed from the table.

Addon goodies
::' 'orters without the latest built-in height

:1.-s.'f ent. there is the Router Raizer,

:, = acle from Woodworkers Workshop,
-- 3 s a US-made afier-markei accessory
.'. ^ :- rces exactly the same job, l've had

one fitted to the De

Walt DW625 in my

home-made table for
some years now, and il

is my standard table-routing machine
The Router Raizer is available for a,'', ::

range of routers. Fitting it to the DeWali

DW625 and its clones is easy, but othe'
models require more work. The fitting
instructions that come with it, however. a':
excellent.

The new adjustets
Although a great step fonvard in table

routing, the new adjusters take quite a t r:
to wind up and down over their whole

range. The process is much quicker with

the Triton 1 400 (and ihe DeWalt DW625 t; -^
the Router Raizer) where ihe winder is in ih:
form of a cranked handle,

The Freud and Trend winders can be

drilled to take something like an Allen key cr

The Trend T1 1 in the PRT table showing

above-table height adjustment
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3000.Triton 1400
"c:ters v;rth depth

se:ing handles

t'.i*r': bar as a makeshift handle, but my

::: --- solution is to use the DW625 fitted

,,. :- .3:. ihe Router Raizer and the WoodRat
r -^g:3ar These work independently of

:-:^ ::^er. and I use the PlungeBar tor cutter

:-a-; ^E and most depth setting, with the
::,.:- :arzer in reserve for precise depth

Dealing with dust
I -s. :::'act on has always been considerably

:ss .^a. 1OO per cent efficient for hand-held
': -. ^: except for those few models where

:^. -a3r ne has been designed around

:'::-. extraction, In my experience the best

:':-:s-r models is the De Walt DW621 .

:-3rg ihe newer machines, good
^ z' .-'e d extraction is found with the

=:s::: l,100, the Freud 3000, the Hitachi

'.',' 2",2 and above all the Festool 2200.

Dust on the table
F:r ,a:,e routrng, you might well decide to

S. 0 ,,, i'r the orthodox selup - the extractor

ncse ccnnected to the table fence - but if

ycr.r ,,va.t to make the extra connections to

ine .c!ter. the Freud and T1 1 give the best

resLi lts.

The Festools, in principle, give good table

extraction, but a major limitation with them

is that they are designed to be used in the

Festool table and don't lend themselves to

fitting to other tab es, They both have two

6mm tapped holes in their base, but I'd be

reluctant io rely on just these to hold the

router, particularly with the 7 .Bkg 2200

model, The 1400 can be clamped in the

Triton table, but the 2200 has too big a base

for the Triton insert plate, although it will go

ln the Record table,
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Other innovations
One of the more interesting new models rs

the Bosch 1400 Duo. lt has two separate
motor housings (bases) - one plunge and
one fixed, The motor is fitted to whichever
base is best for the job in hand,

The fixed base is popular for table
routing. lt can be attached to the insert
plate before the motor is installed, and
depth of cut and cutter changing can be
performed from above the table.
Alternatively, the motor can be removed
from the base for easier cutter changing.
Unusually, the collet requires two
spanners.

This model has attracted a lot of
attention, but it isn't a new idea. I have a
28-year-old Black & Decker HD1250
non-plunging router. lt has only the
non-plunge base, but the motor can be

removed for cutter changing.
DeWalt offer similar multi-base routers in

the USA, and it wouldn't surprise me if they
soon become available in Europe.

The list goes on
Other detailed improvements abound. The
plunge spring can be removed from the
Triton 1400 and disabled in tbe Bosch 2000
to facilitate table work. Snap-in guide
bushes are becoming more common, and
can be found on both the Festool

mentioned here as well as the Bosch,

Both Festools have electronic braking,

and the new 2200 bristles with additional
features, including an offset base and other
extra bases, skew handles, twist-handle
plunge that locks both plunge legs, and

excellent dust extraction. Table use is
effectively restricted, however, to Festool's
own table or the large clamp-based Record

table.

Setting depth of cut

with the Triton 1400

in theTriton table
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